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U.S. TikTok ban, data broker bills target data practices
Congress is targeting companies' data practices through bills that limit data transfers and transactions to entities ...


	

Eye tracking in VR: Everything you need to know
Advancements in eye tracking technology could make VR headsets more useful. Still, products need to address cybersickness and ...


	

Practical strategies for shadow IT management
Employees might believe that they need tools beyond the organization's scope. Learn how CIOs and their teams can properly manage ...
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Risk & Repeat: Microsoft's Midnight Blizzard mess
This podcast episode discusses the latest disclosure from Microsoft regarding Midnight Blizzard, which accessed internal systems,...


	

How to manage third-party risk in the cloud
Third parties, including CSPs, remain a weak point in the supply chain. Adding CSPs into your organization's third-party risk ...


	

EDR vs. antivirus: What's the difference?
Endpoint detection and response and antivirus tools both protect enterprise networks, and both have distinct advantages. Which is...
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How to use the LFTP client to download files
The open source LFTP client supports multiple file transport types, such as FTP and HTTPS, enabling administrators to use a ...


	

Arista adds network change analysis to CloudVision
Arista's CloudVision Universal Network Observability analyses network changes to assess their impact on applications and ...


	

How to ensure optimal network workload placement
Network and cybersecurity requirements are the most important considerations when designing how to deploy new network workloads ...
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How to understand advancements in modern data centers
Data center advancements are rapidly occurring with storage demand. Some advancements, like an increase in temperatures, are ...


	

Guide to lift-and-shift data center migration
The lift-and-shift approach moves an app and its data from one environment to another. Understanding the pros and cons can help a...


	

Importance of backup generator power for data centers
Data center generators are rarely run; however, they must go through regular testing and maintenance to ensure they work when a ...
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Confluent adds support for Apache Flink, unveils update
The streaming specialist has added a managed service for the popular open source compute layer so customers can use the tools of ...


	

Redpanda serverless streaming option targets cost control
The real-time data management specialist's new serverless platform enables customers to pay only for the compute power they use, ...


	

On-premises vs. cloud data warehouses: Pros and cons
Data warehouses increasingly are being deployed in the cloud. But both on-premises and cloud data warehouses have pluses and ...
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